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MARA TIME ONLINE KNITTING CLASS WITH BARRY
phone (818)780-5497 - toll free (800)446-2425 - �x (818)780-5498
info@trendse�eryarns.com - 16745 Saticoy St. #101, Van Nuys, CA 91406

Dear Friends,
The year continues on and as I look at the calendar I realize that it’s been a few
months since we all got together for knitting and chatting. I’ve had the good fortune
to email with many of you and to see some of you during other online adventures. No
matter what.....there is still nothing like our dedicated Mara Time Knitting Cruise Group.
I miss you all and need to see your faces, talk, catch up and knit.
November looks to be a bit of a blur for me with many of the stores having online
events and with the Outlander Knitting Book coming out tomorrow. So I’m looking at a
time that works and I hope that you are all up for another meet and another class?

This is a really fun class using 2 diverse colors of FRESCO. The pattern offers instructions
for wrap(shown), scarf or cowl. It’s a lot of fun to do with short rows that move colors
and create a design within a design. If you prefer this as a pullover, it can be done in
T-shirt style easily and I’m happy to make that an option.
The shawl currently takes 2 skns each of 2 colors for a total of 4. The scarf/cowl will take
1 each of 2 colors for a total of 2. If you choose to do a T-shirt, it will be 4(6,8)skns total
{2(3,4) each color for sizes 38(44,50). I was given a discount from Lana Grossa and the
two wonderful stores we work with have offered to pass this discount on to you. Happy
Holidays to all of us.

The current price for Fresco is $25/skein
for 100gr. and everyone is getting a 20%
discount on the yarn so it will be $20/skn.
My Holiday present is that the class is
Free. I need my knitting cruise group fix
and hope that you’ll join us.
Here are the prices:
Fresco Shaw:
4 skeins Fresco $20.00 =$80.00
Fresco Scarf/Cowl:
2 skeins Fresco $20.00 =$40.00
Fresco T-Shirt
4(6,8)skeins Fresco $20.00 = $80(120,160).
The pattern will be sent by email along
with our Zoom link. In order to stay away
from the Holidays, I’d like to make our
Class on Sunday December 6th at 10am
California time. The class will be about
2 hours. The class involves short rows in
Stock St. and rows of Garter St. to separate the short row bubbles. There will be
a bit of homework.....yes....Scrooge lives.
I’ll just want you to have your Garter St.
border done so we can jump right into
the short row section.
You can order the kits from Lisa or
Fontelle but make sure to allow for time
for them to get to you. Supplies on this
yarn are limited as they will not continue
with Fresco into the next season so jump
while you can. (Please note that I used
a color that was already discontinued
so don’t fall in love with my plum color.)
Can’t wait to see everyone. Stay safe and we’ll celebrate the Holiday and end of the
year together. Virtual hugs until then..........................BARRY
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